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On 5th January 2022, Boris
Johnson announced changes
regarding when to take PCR tests
and lateral flow tests.
Learn more about the new
guidance on LFT/PCR tests
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"From 11 January in England, people who
receive positive lateral flow device (LFD)
test results for coronavirus (COVID-19)
will be required to self-isolate
immediately and won’t be required to
take a confirmatory PCR test."

Extra things to note:
This is a temporary measure while Covid rates remain high across areas of the UK.
Lateral flow tests are taken by people who do not have COVID-19 symptoms.
Anyone who develops 1 of the 3 main COVID-19 symptoms should stay at home
and self-isolate and take a PCR test.
They must self-isolate if they get a positive test result, even if they have had a
recent negative lateral flow test – these rules have not changed.
People who are eligible for the £500 Test and Trace Support Payment (TTSP) will
still be asked to take a confirmatory PCR if they receive a positive LFD result, to
enable them to access financial support.

Learn more about the £500 Test & Trace Support Payment here

"Self isolation for those with
COVID-19 can end after five full
days following two negative LFD
tests"

Extra things to note:
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From 17th January: "People selfisolating with COVID-19 will have the
option to reduce their isolation
period after five full days if they test
negative on both day 5 and day 6 and
do not have a temperature."

Individuals who are still positive on their lateral flow
tests must stay in isolation until they have had two
consecutive negative tests taken on separate days.
This will support essential public services and keep supply chains running over winter.
It's crucial that people isolating with COVID-19 wait until they have received two negative lateral flow
tests on two consecutive days to reduce the change of still being infectious.

Test 1

No earlier
than day 5 of
self-isolation
period

Test 2

Taken the
following day (if
positive on day 5,
a negative test is
required on day
6 & 7)

Learn more about the £500 Test & Trace Support Payment here

This guide tells you what PM Boris
Johnson's announcement on 8th
December 2021 meant for hospitality...
From Friday 10th December, face masks
became compulsory in most public
indoor venues, other than hospitality.

Learn more about mandatory
Covid Pass checking here

Things to remember:
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NHS Covid Pass is now
mandatory in specific
settings, using a negative
test or full vaccination via
the NHS Covid Pass app.

Access the NHS Covid Pass app here

From Monday 13th December, people are now being asked to work from
home where they can.
From Wednesday 15th December, the NHS Covid Pass on the NHS App
became mandatory for entry into nightclubs and settings where large
crowds gather (please see conditions further on in this guide).
Proof of a negative lateral flow test will also be accepted.

Order lateral flow tests here

Read the announcement here

More on the NHS Covid Pass on
the NHS App
From 15th December the Covid Pass
is mandatory (for certain venues,
follow the arrow)

Learn more about passes here
Read GOV.UK's Winter Plan here
Key FAQs are linked here
People will be able to
demonstrate proof of two
vaccine doses via the app.
Proof of a negative lateral
flow test will also be
accepted.
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Learn about
working safely
here

NHS Covid Pass
mandatory for these
venues:
Nightclubs and settings where
large crowds gather.
Premises open after 01:00am.
Unseated indoor events with 500
or more attendees.
Unseated outdoor events with
4,000 or more attendees.
Any event with 10,000 or more
attendees.

Expansion on NHS Covid Passes
mandatory for these venues:
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Other late night dance venues where all
of the following apply:

The venue is open between 01:00am - 05:00am
It serves alcohol after 01:00am.
It has a dancefloor (or space for
dancing).
It provides music, whether live or
recorded, for dancing.
NOTE: Covid Passes or
negative Covid tests must
be used and enforced in
nightclubs (no matter the
time of opening)

Covid Passes show that
an individual is fully
jabbed...

An alternative to the Covid Pass is that
your customers can have proof of a
negative Covid test undertaken within 48
hours of attendance at the premises.
These checks do not have to be carried
out for customers before 1am, but must
include a means of checking all
customers already on the premises who
intend to stay past 1am, as well as all
new customers thereafter.

Record keeping & checking those within
your premises after 01:00am:
The responsible person (manager or licensee) must
produce and keep up to date a statement setting out:
Measures that are in place to comply with
regulations
How these measures will be implemented
How they will bring these measures to
customers' attention
Also include:
The date of the event or date to which the
records relate
The number of people attending the
venue
Reasons where different measures were
adopted
Occasions where spot checks are carried
out within the venue & the result of this
Fines are in place with regards to the improper keeping of records
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NOTE: Records
must be kept for
each day a
premises is open.

Customers on premises prior to 1am do
not have to checked, but a means of
checking those staying thereafter will need
to be put in place, as well systems to check
new attendees after 1am.
Local authorities have a range of
enforcement powers available to them so
best to call the relevant authorities where
customers may refuse to show Covid
pass/evidence of a recent test (within 48
hours of event).

Financial Support Available
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In a statement on December 21st, the Chancellor
announced support for the hospitality sector key points at the moment are:
Businesses in the hospitality and leisure
sectors in England will be eligible for
Omicron Hospitality & Leisure grants
of up to £6,000 per premises, plus more
than £100 million discretionary funding
will be made available for local
authorities to support other businesses.
Government will also cover the cost of Statutory
Sick Pay for Covid-related absences for small and
medium-sized employers across the UK.

See the breakdown
of financial
support available
to you overleaf

Read the full statement here

Omicron Hospitality & Leisure
Grants breakdown, based on
Rateable Value*
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*Taken from the Rateable Value of your
business as of 30th December 2021

Rateable
Value:

Up to
£15k

Over
£15k and
less than
£51k

Payment
available:

£2,667

£4,000

Exactly
£51k or
over

£6,000

Click here to apply & learn more

Note: You have until 28th Feb
2022 to apply for the grants

Apply via your Local Authority here

We will update this guide with more
information as soon as we have it.

Additional Restrictions
Grant - Paid through Local Authority
The Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG)
supports businesses that are not covered by
other grant schemes or where additional
funding is needed.

Available to businesses who might not
be eligible for the Omicron Hospitality
& Leisure grants, we would always
encourage you to speak to your Local
Authority to discuss the options
available to you.
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Note: Local Authorities have until March 2022 to
pay out & have the freedom to determine the
eligibility

Click here to apply & learn more
Apply via your Local Authority here
You cannot get funding for the
ARG or Omicron grants if your
business is insolvent or in
administration, or you have
exceeded the permitted
subsidy allowance.

Your BII Team are on hand to help!
Your BII Team - 01276 684449
BII Helplines - 0330 058 3878
Email us: membership@bii.org

WWW.BII.ORG

Access our Webinars
here

Keep up to date with the
latest news:

@BIIandBIIAB
@BritishInstitute
ofInnkeeping

Click here for our
printable posters

